Importance of aliphatic amines in uremia.
Five main aspects were addressed: 1)The demonstration that creatinine is an endogenous precursor of dimethylamine (DMA) in chronic renal failure. 2) The size of the body amine pool measured in transplant patients suggests sequestration in some intracellular compartment. This illustrates the possible error in directly relating serum concentrations to neurological toxicity. 3) Bacterial overgrowth and increased generation of duodenal DMA in the small intestine becomes apparent at a serum creatinine above 8 mg/dl. Two cases show that bacterial overgrowth preceded the increased duodenal DMA. 4)Clinical toxicity is demonstrated by i) correlation of abnormal neurobehavioral parameters with serum amine levels, and ii) by improvement with administration of nonabsorbable broad spectrum antibiotics. Results with adsorption agents are inconclusive. 5) Preliminary tests of behavior modification in a rat model by direct instillation of amines into the brain are positive for TMA but negative for DMA, but no DMA entry into brain cells is demonstrated in the latter. The generation of aliphatic amines represents only one part of a spectrum of alteration induced by proximal intestinal bacterial enzyme action that occurs in renal failure. It is possible that some bacterial activity is beneficial and that the net clinical result is a balance between the "good" and the "evil" bacterial effects.